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Guest user to MAC mapping
• When guest user is able to login on the Guest portal ISE is mapping the MAC address of that 

user with his guest account based on the RADIUS session ID in the URL. That is why portals 

are created per RADIUS session

• The session is valid on one and only one ISE node. (the one who returned the RADIUS 

Access-accept)
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The Golden Rule of Redirect ACLs

A redirect ACL is about identifying traffic you want to send to ISE. 

Deny is bypassing the redirect, Permit is enforcing * 

• You need an IP address (deny udp any any eq bootps)

• DNS has to function (deny udp any any eq domain)

• To send traffic to ISE, you need to not redirect traffic destined for your PSNs

• If you want to access other resources during the captive portal phase, deny it in the ACL.

• Everything else is redirected (permit ip any any)

*AirOS is special. Everything is backwards. 



Detailed Capture Analysis

Walking through the capture, there’s really four steps when it comes to redirection. 

Initial DNS NAD Spoofing TCP DNS for ISE ISE Portal Traffic
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Hotspot guest portal
Symptoms:

• Clients complain that is takes a long time after they accept AUP to get internet access

• Client devices switches to another SSID after the AUP is accepted
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At the webcast you will be able to learn so much more and get a chance to submit questions for the expert 
to answer during the broadcast.

We’ll see you there!

Hope you enjoyed this little peek into the webcast.
Remember it was just a peek. Aug 30th, you get a chance to see the whole thing.
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